Workshops
Developer
The hands-on training that will ensure your developers hit the
ground running with best practices and high-quality automations.
What is a Success Workshop?
Our workshops are role-based, hands-on training sessions that
cover the most popular skills Blue Prism users need. They are
delivered as described herein or customized to meet specific
requirements of your team. Facilitated by a certified Blue Prism
expert, your team is trained and guided in a private course
dedicated to their success.

Why choose Develop?
This workshop will build upon the Blue Prism Foundation training
course to broaden your developers understanding of Blue Prism.
Experts focus on tasks that reduce time to value and ensure you
set a solid foundation for your intelligent automation program.

VALUE AND OUTCOMES:
•

Instructor-led, hands-on guided
training sessions

•

Open and fluid exchange of ideas
and lessons learned.

•

Social interaction with other
teammates during training

•

Improved uptake of skills during
the training session

•

Faster response to student
questions and direct instructor
feedback on skill application

•

Certification-ready team members

What to expect:


Architecture Basics



Credentials & Credential Manager



Advanced Data Items

Course Delivery Options:



Applications integration: Spying Applications and Elements

•

This is a 3 half-day workshop



Advanced Exception Handling

•



Advanced Work Queues

Can be delivered virtual or onsite
at your offices



Calling APIs



BP Delivery Roadmap



Solution Design & Test Strategy



Object and Process Naming Conventions



Practical exercises

Contact your Blue Prism
account manager to
accelerate your success
today!

Blue Prism is the global leader in intelligent automation for the enterprise, transforming the way work is done.
At Blue Prism, we have users in over 170 countries in more than 2,000 businesses, including Fortune 500 and
public sector organizations, that are creating value with new ways of working, unlocking efficiencies, and returning
millions of hours of work back into their businesses. Our intelligent digital workforce is smart, secure, scalable, and
accessible to all; freeing up humans to re-imagine work.
To learn more visit www.blueprism.com and follow us on Twitter @blue_prism and on LinkedIn.
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